Role of physical properties of resistance vessel wall in regulating peripheral blood flow--II. Structural and mechanical behavior.
In order to examine the structural and mechanical properties of the vessel wall resistance when subjected to autoregulatory flow control, a mechanical model for the vascular wall was derived from a mathematical model. The mechanical model was an analogue model which connected in series the Maxwell model (elastic modulus: K3) with the parallel elements of Hill's model (elastic modules: K2) and Hooke's elastic model (elastic modulus: K1); it was also mathematically equivalent to the Spring model (see part I). The structural and mechanical properties of the resistance vessel wall were characterized by the three elastic moduli (K1, alpha K2 and K3) [mmHg]. The parameter alpha was a modification factor of the elastic modulus K2 given by the myogenic mechanism. After a numerical analysis of the experimental data given by the mechanical model, we confirmed that the arterial pressure range for autoregulatory flow controls shifted to the upper region with an increase of the elastic modulus K1 and the flow regulation was reduced.